Specification Drainage Products

Expertly designed products for commercial and industrial applications

go.Watts.com/Hero
Watts’ exclusive drainage line offers everything you need to be the hero of your next project. Designed by experienced engineers for efficiency and efficacy, Watts’ drains meet and exceed even the most demanding applications to get the job done.

- Fast installation saves time and cuts labor costs
- Solid construction reduces jobsite delays
- Reliable, timely delivery works on your schedule
- Design and material compliance satisfies specification and code requirements
- New brickslot grate for minimal surface intrusion

Newly Expanded Dead Level® Offering for Superior Performance

Dead Level® Pre-Sloped Trench Drains
- Functionally superior to all other trench drain systems
- Patented frame-anchored design combines structural stability with ease of installation
- Huge labor saver, typically installs in half the time of competitive systems
- Clean installations in any 1-foot increment, without field cutting or modification
- Priced and shipped by the foot — complete — to simplify bidding and ordering

Pre-Sloped Polypropylene Trench Drain System with Ductile Iron Frame & Brickslot Grate
- Constructed specifically for brick applications
- Unique design allows drainage with minimal surface intrusion and detection
- Accomplishes drainage solutions while reducing installation time and labor
**Industry Standard Compression Seal Closet Carriers**
- Patented compression seal nipple positively holds test and eliminates behind-the-wall leaks
- Pre-assembled faceplates save assembly time and reduce lost parts
- No additional sealants or lubricants are required at installation
- Embossed incremental measurement markings on carrier legs allow contractors to easily adjust the height of a carrier to the most commonly used fixture requirements

**Track Lavatory Carriers**
- The only lavatory carrier designed specifically for block-wall construction
- Installs behind and through a block wall without additional extensions
- Patented track design allows horizontal arm adjustment after anchoring to the floor
- Floor anchoring dimension is independent of the arm spacing, enabling a one-person installation

**F Series Roof Drain Extensions**
- Replaces traditional leak prone, labor-intensive build-up threaded extensions
- Drain can be raised to meet any insulation thickness
- Heavy structural flange matches metal decking, saving the time and expense of reinforcing
- Unique dual functionality eliminates the cost of a sump receiver

**Green Roof Drains**
- Constructed specifically for green roof applications
- Standard models accommodate most extensive or intensive green roof specifications
- Unique features and design flexibility eliminate long lead times and custom manufacturing expenses

**RD-700 and RD-800 Dual Outlet with Overflow Roof Drain**
- Accomplish primary + overflow drainage in a single roof penetration
- Unique design cuts the total roof penetration area by more than half, providing for a stronger roof and diminished opportunities for leakage
- Dramatically reduces installation time and labor

[go.Watts.com/Hero](http://go.Watts.com/Hero)
Trust the Drainage Experts

Watts offers a range of innovative drainage products, including specification drains, interceptors, cleanouts, hydrants, and specialties such as water hammer arrestors, backwater valves, and trap primers.

For more information, visit go.Watts.com/Hero